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Abstract
The advent of IoT opened up countless possibilities for the realization of smart devices, architectures and systems. In several
circumstances, however, these components are designed to provide a good experience in terms of performance as well as
usability, often choosing them over other features, such as energy efficiency. In this paper, a model-based architecture derived
from the Collect-Organize Pattern for Self-Adaptation is presented through a use case involving a smart household, and a
brief discussion on its applicability in a realistic scenario is provided.
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1. Introduction
Nowadays, many domains are transitioning towards or
have already incorporated Internet of Things (IoT) de-
vices in their operations, such as agriculture [1], manu-
facturing [2], and home automation [3]. One of the main
strengths of IoT is the capability to collect, transfer and
process large amounts of data with a relatively simple
structure composed of sensors and, often, actuators or-
chestrated by devices located in the fog, in the cloud, or
both layers [4]. Unlike the layers, which possess a def-
inite classification and standardization, at the moment
of writing a widely adopted and recognized reference ar-
chitecture for IoT systems is missing, with the literature
overflowing with several frameworks and suggestions
that may sometimes be inconsistent or contradictory to
each other [5]. Moreover, many of these proposed archi-
tectures concentrate their novelty on either performance
improvements or energy consumption optimization, but
rarely on the balance of both aspects and they often do
not take into consideration the variability of the environ-
ment the architecture is implemented in and its necessity
of being resilient to change.

In this short paper, a use case involving IoT devices in
a smart household is presented to discuss the feasibility
of a decentralized self-adaptive architecture that is able
to comply with changing optimization requirements for
energy consumption through the use of architectural and
adaptation goals models. The self-adaptation mechanism
is based on multiple instances of MAPE controllers [6]
that have access to both a local knowledge (K) component
and one with a wider scope as well as a global one, each
comprising its runtime models.
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2. Architecture and Use Case
In Figure 1, the proposed architecture is shown applied to
the considered use case. The analyzed scenario involves
a group of flats, each one composed of several apartments
equipped with various IoT devices. In particular, each
housing unit can count on multiple sensors and actua-
tors that monitor and regulate the heating system, the
electrical system, and the water supply, along with smart
devices that can acquire data based on the users’ pref-
erences and offer basic services such as media content
streaming. Plus, a control panel offers a visualization of
the gathered information as well as shows the targets
of the self-adaptation process, and can influence it with
manual settings that change the adaptation goals.
Each of the described components is linked to a lo-

cal controller responsible for performing self-adaptation
operations locally, with its own MAPE-K feedback loop
mechanism [7]. In other words, each sensor and actua-
tor pertaining to the electrical system is connected to a
dedicated managing component, and the same applies to
the heating, the water supply, and the other devices. The
control panel, instead, is conceptualized as a unified view
for the many views offered by all the subsystems and,
similarly, is a centralized control unit of the apartment
for all the manual adjustments that may apply to each
subdomain. In this way, it allows editing threshold values
on the adaptation models contained in the knowledge
base (K) of a single controller without influencing the
other ones.

Since the main purpose of this architecture is to keep
a desirable performance standard while guaranteeing a
good level of energy efficiency, the selected architectural
pattern itself has to be as energy efficient as possible and,
at the same time, able to effectively support the adap-
tation operations. Considering the literature existing
on proposed self-adaptive patterns for Cyber-Physical
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Figure 1: The semi-decentralized architecture applied to the considered use case

Systems [8, 9] and for IoT technologies [10, 11, 12], an
information sharing structure complying to the Collect-
Organize pattern is chosen, which has generally a lower
energetic impact on the IoT sensors compared to other
patterns [13]. As such, the knowledge base of the entire
block of flats is fragmented into multiple layers, while
the controllers are only present in the subsystems of each
apartment and can benefit from the usage of models, may
they be architectural or related to adaptation goals, com-
ing from any of the knowledge bases. In particular, the
knowledge layers in the proposed use casemay be local to
the controllers or contain, respectively, apartment-wise,
flat-wise, or global information.

3. Runtime operations
Once deployed, and in a standard runtime situation, the
architecture must aim at regulating the multiple energy
flows (primarily electrical and thermal) in a way that
minimizes their consumption and nonetheless assures
a reasonably good quality of living for the apartment’s
occupants. To do so, each knowledge base in the architec-
ture is provided with architectural models, from a holistic
one for the global base to a local one for each compo-
nent’s base, adaptation goals models, and requirements
models, all able to be read and written at runtime [14].
The adaptation goal models contain, at the various layers,
rules and strategies for adaptation. In contrast, the re-
quirements models define thresholds for parameters that
are to be mandatorily respected, with the local layer’s
ones possibly set through each apartment’s control panel.
In a standard scenario, each system of a single apart-

ment is driven by its own controller, that tries to maintain
the energy consumption optimal for the given require-

ments. For instance, the MAPE-K loop that manages the
heating systemmight, in the absence of other constraints,
choose a strategy for the smallest possible energy need
from the heaters to keep a living temperature that is over
the minimum threshold for that apartment’s requirement
model and, at the same time, reasonable in relation to the
other decision factors, like the hour of the day, the exter-
nal temperature or the presence or momentary absence
of occupants. These factors may be collected by sensors
pertaining to other systems, but they are available to all
the controllers, at need, as the data collected by them are
shared through the apartment-wise knowledge base.

The layered knowledge bases allow the self-adaptation
process to take place, at need, at multiple levels. This
is possible because the controllers get knowledge, con-
straints, requirements, and goals up to the global knowl-
edge base and are consequently capable of reacting to
substantial changes in them by including this information
in their analysis and planning phases. Considering, for in-
stance, the sudden increment in energy demand from one
of the flats composing the neighborhood and knowing
that, in the global knowledge base, it exists an indication
of the desired maximum consumption per hour for the
system as a whole, a temporary lower threshold of en-
ergy usage might be set in each other flat-wise constraint
model. This, in turn, would lead every eligible controller,
at the moment of fetching the new information into its
loop, to consider the limitation and, possibly, adapt to
the change in consideration of the local constraints and
goals.
At the same time, the decomposition in layers of the

available knowledge in contrast with an architecture pos-
sessing uniquely centralized knowledge allows the con-
trollers to operate continuously even when some knowl-
edge bases are not reachable due to, for instance, connec-



tivity issues or temporary unavailability. In this scenario,
the control loops cannot benefit from updated general
information about the whole system but still have access
to the latest data coming from the local sensors they are
attached to, hence continuing the adaptation operations
without interruption focusing momentarily on the lo-
cal objectives and constraints only. On top of that, the
layered structure combined with the runtime usage of
architectural models is resilient to the failure, permanent
removal, or new addition of one or more controllers, as
the others are promptly informed of the architectural
change in the system and can balance their contribution
in keeping the expected goals.

However, it is still unknown, at the current stage, how
severemight be the interferences on the system caused by
defective sensors that return realistic, but imprecise, val-
ues. In fact, if not individuated and repaired swiftly, they
might trigger a chain of adaptation cycles that unknow-
ingly push the system far away from the expected goals,
leading to instability. To face this eventuality, the optimal
energy efficiency of the pattern might be sacrificed to
introduce a further, centralized, control mechanism that
is able to detect such anomalies and isolate them before
they can influence the adaptation process.
Considering that the given use case describes a sce-

nario that also involves the quality of life of the occupants
of the given apartments, it might be unfeasible to leave
to the adaptation mechanism an almost absolute con-
trol on the operations taking place in the block of flats.
Until now, the application of the architecture gave the
opportunity for the residents to act on the adaptation
process only through their control panel, which could
define tighter or more permissive constraints, but they
were still subject to the global goals in a perhaps too
strict manner. In the case of too-conservative settings,
indeed, the performance along with the quality of service
might drop significantly. For this reason, an alternative
solution would be to display on each control panel the
recommended settings to adopt in order to reach the adap-
tation goals as a simple suggestion, leaving the users full
control of the effective settings. This would logically re-
duce the global constraints and goals to mere indicative
values but might be the key to raising the occupants’
awareness in terms of their energy consumption.

4. Conclusion
In this short paper, a semi-decentralized self-adaptive
architecture for energy efficiency in IoT systems was pre-
sented through a use case in the domain of smart house-
holds. Following the Collect-Organize Pattern [8, 11], the
architecture aims at optimizing the energy consumption
of a block of flats while preserving optimal performance
and quality of service by employing localized adaptive

controllers with multiple layers of knowledge bases. A
short discussion highlighted the possible strengths and
weaknesses of the proposed approach and leaves space
for future work in addressing the presented concerns and
building a base for a future evaluation of the methodol-
ogy.
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